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Disclaimer

IMPORTANT: Please read the following before continuing. The following applies to this document, the oral presentation of the information in this document by Fastned B.V. (the Company) 
or any person on behalf of the Company, and any question-and-answer session that follows the oral presentation (collectively, the Information). The Information has been prepared by the 
Company for background purposes only and does not purport to be full or complete. No reliance may be placed for any purpose on the Information or its accuracy, fairness or 
completeness. The Information and opinions contained therein are provided as at the date of the presentation and are subject to change without notice. 

The Information may include forward-looking statements, which are based on current expectations and projections about future events. These statements may include, without limitation, 
any statements preceded by, followed by or including words such as “target”, “believe”, “expect”, “aim”, “intend”, “may”, “anticipate”, “estimate”, “plan”, “project”, “will”, “can have”, “likely”, 
“should”, “would”, “could” and other words and terms of similar meaning or the negative thereof. These forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions 
about the Company and its subsidiaries and investments, including, among other things, the development of its business, trends in its operating industry, and future capital expenditures. 
In light of these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, the events in the forward-looking statements may not occur. No representation or warranty is made that any forward-looking 
statement will come to pass. No one undertakes to publicly update or revise any such forward-looking statement. The Information and the opinions contained therein are provided as at 
the date of the presentation and are subject to change without notice. 

The Information does not purport to be comprehensive. To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Company, nor any of its subsidiary undertakings or affiliates, directors, officers, 
employees, advisers or agents accepts any responsibility or liability whatsoever for (whether in contract, tort or otherwise) or makes any representation, warranty or undertaking, express 
or implied, as to the truth, fullness, fairness, accuracy or completeness of the Information.

To the extent available, the industry, market and competitive position data contained in the Information come from official or third party sources. Third party industry publications, studies 
and surveys generally state that the data contained therein have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that there is no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of 
such data. While the Company reasonably believes that each of these publications, studies and surveys has been prepared by a reputable party, neither the company, nor any of the 
respective subsidiary undertakings or affiliates, or their respective directors, officers, employees, advisers or agents have independently verified the data contained therein. In addition, 
certain of the industry, market and competitive position data contained in the Information come from the Company’s own internal research and estimates based on the knowledge and 
experience of the Company’s management in the markets in which the Company operates. While the Company reasonably believes that such research and estimates are reasonable and 
reliable, they, and their underlying methodology and assumptions, have not been verified by any independent source for accuracy or completeness and are subject to change. Accordingly, 
undue reliance should not be placed on any of the industry, market or competitive position data contained in the Information. 

The Information has been prepared by the Company solely for information purposes only. This document does not constitute an offer of securities to the public in the Netherlands or in 
any other jurisdiction. Persons into whose possession this document comes should observe all relevant restrictions
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● Revenues from charging reached €4.9m in Q4 2021, up 154% vs. Q4 2020. The result was realized on the back of accelerated station openings and strong BEV 
market momentum, with the stock of registered BEV increasing YoY by more than 40% in the Netherlands, 105% in Germany and 95% in the United Kingdom.

● 24 new stations were added to Fastned network in Q4 2021, bringing the total size of the network to 188 charging stations. Fastned opened 7 stations in the 
Netherlands (including retrofitting 2 MisterGreen locations), 6 stations in Germany, 5 stations in Belgium and 6 stations in France. 

● The number of acquired locations reached 331 as of Q4 2021 versus 287 as of year end 2020.

● A total of 137 additional fast DC chargers were installed during the fourth quarter, as part of new station construction as well as upgrading existing stations, 
bringing the total number of chargers in the network to 759. The number of chargers per station reached 4.0, vs. 3.5 YE 2020.

● Utilisation during the fourth quarter of 2021 was 10.4% vs. 7.6% the previous year, driven upwards by more charging sessions on one side and downward by 
building new stations and upgrading stations resulting in significantly more capacity, in anticipation of increases in demand over the coming years.

● Fastned added a sixth country to its operating network, France, where 4 of the 9 APRR locations started delivering energy to customers in November. An 
additional 2 stations along the APRR motorways were opened in December, bringing the total size of the French network to 6 operating stations.

● Fastned signed a partnership with Banque des Territoires, the territorial investment division of the French public institution Caisse des Dépôts, to support 
Fastned’s ambitions on the French motorway system. Under the partnership BdT will finance up to 49% of investments, with a maximum of 50 million euro.

● Fastned secured 3 additional locations in France along the Autoroutes du Sud de la France (ASF), a subsidiary of VINCI. Fastned is participating in tenders for 
charging stations across many French private motorways.

● In response to the rising wholesale energy prices throughout Europe, in November Fastned increased its price to customers from €0.59/kWh to €0.69/kWh1.

Q4 2021 highlights
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Revenue from charging

154% YoY growth

€4.9m

Tonnes of CO2 avoided

6,111

Renewable energy

128% YoY growth

7.8 GWh

Sessions handled

98% YoY growth

385k

Active customers

109% YoY growth

112k

1) Price increase in November effective across Fastned’s network in the Netherlands, Germany, Belgium and Switzerland.



● First 4 APRR stations started operations in November 
2021, with an additional 2 in December

● Each French station is equipped with 4 to 8 high power 
chargers, bringing the total number of chargers 
currently installed on the field to 32

● In less than 9 months, Fastned managed to complete the 
entire construction process, from start to finish, of 6 of 
the 9 APRR locations secured in France in March

● Fastned has also build up a strong local supply chain in 
France which will accelerate construction of future 
stations

● Fastned has secured an additional 3 locations along the 
VINCI autoroute, all of which will be equipped with 8 300 
kW chargers

● Fastned is working on tenders for more than 100 
stations in France 

● Each charger in France is equipped with a payment 
terminal providing customers an additional means of 
payment

France, 6 locations in operation plus 6 under construction / development
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France network overview



Winning concessions for charging stations on large service areas on 
high-traffic motorways
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Location size and traffic are key for kWh volume and utilisation

Spacious location 
allowing for 
multiple chargers 
installed and 
scalability

Location on a 
large traffic 
artery allows for 
high charger 
utilisation
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Fastned team delivered 6 stations into operation in less than 9 months

1 2

3 4

Construction of sites in France delivered in record time



First French stations already generating great customer feedback
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6 stations already 
operational in France 
with many more to 
come

Customer experience 
at the heart of 
Fastned operations



Strong underlying market growth driving Fastned revenue
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Share of battery electric vehicles in car sales

Sources: ACEA, Cleantechnica, Transport and Environment

BEV car sales penetration in our key countries accelerated in Dec 2021

● In the Netherlands penetration was at c. 61% vs. total car sales

● In Germany penetration was at c. 21% vs. total car sales

● In the UK penetration was at c. 26% vs. total car sales

● In France penetration was at c.15% vs. total car sales



● Target of all 360 private highway 
service areas equipped with EV 
charging facilities

● Fastned secured the first batch of 9 
locations tendered out by APRR in 
2020 and further 3 in 2021 with VINCI 

● Fastned is currently replying to a large 
number of tenders and expects more 
tenders to come in the coming period

● Country wide target of >1,000 fast 
charging stations

● Regional tender identifies search 
areas eligible for this financing 
scheme. The highway tender provides 
a construct and operate contract for 
200 sites on the Autobahn network 
in 6 batches

● In the model envisioned by both 
tenders, the CPO is remunerated 
more for the O&M and construction 
of sites, rather than for the kWh sold

● All available sites on Flemish 
motorways have been open for 
project and subsidy calls

● No further big call announced, 
although a budget is foreseen for the 
densification of the charging hubs 
along highways

● Ghent and Antwerp are 
contemplating tenders for fast 
charging 

● UK Government to accelerate rollout 
of multiple fast chargers at key 
strategic sites

● MSAs are privately operated and 
>80% of locations are subject to 
exclusivity with an incumbent 
provider. CMA intends to open MSAs 
up to competition

● Next to motorways, “A” roads are 
important transport arteries in the 
UK: we focus on developing high 
traffic locations along these corridors

● Government to support the rollout 
with €100m in subsidies that will 
cover up to 40% of capital costs per 
station depending on size and 
location

● Government indicated €2bn 
financing available for up to 100% 
financing of Opex and Capex

● 2022 fast charging infrastructure 
supported €5m budget

● This funding targets grid connections, 
chargers and associated electric 
infrastructure 

● UK Government is providing a £950m 
“Rapid Charging Fund” to subsidise 
grid connections at key strategic 
sites

● Full roll-out expected by 2023

● Tenders outcome expected to come 
largely between January 2022 and Q2 
2022

● Regional tender published in October, 
with results expected in Q3 22

● Highway tender published December, 
with results expected in Q3 22

● Last calls for Flanders expected in 
2022 

● UK Government EV Infrastructure 
Strategy and consultation on Rapid 
Charging Fund expected Q1 2022

Cornerstone countries in Europe looking to establish fast charging 
infrastructure
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Revenues significantly outgrow BEV stock growth

Fastned electricity revenue NL vs. total BEVs registered in the Netherlands

● Fastned revenues related to charging 
up 154%  in Q4 2021 vs. Q4 2020

● Fastned Dutch electricity revenues 
were up by 128% in Q4 2021 vs. Q4 
2020

● Fastned sales are mostly driven by the 
number of electric vehicles on the road

● Fastned outperformed an already 
strong underlying market growth, 
with the number of BEVs increasing by 
c.40% in the Netherlands

● New wave of lockdown measures / 
policies implemented since November 
still dampen charging volume 

● We expect sales to benefit further 
when lockdown policies are reduced 
again
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Following the 1st wave of COVID-19 
lock-down measures, revenue from 

electricity sale dropped significantly 
due to low traffic volumes



● Annualised revenue per station 
surpassed  the €100k 
landmark in Q4

● We are adding chargers as we 
expect that fast charge 
demand will outrun capacity at 
some point in the coming years

● Like-for-like, utilisation would 
have increased to 11% from 8% 
in Q3

● Gross profit per station 
currently affected by increase in 
wholesale electricity price 
doubling QoQ. We expect most 
of the increase in electricity 
price to be temporary 

● Fastned’s sales price increase 
was executed only mid-quarter, 
hence the full extent of 
Fastned’s sales price increase 
we will only show in Q1 2022

Station revenues accelerate past pre-Corona levels
Pre-Corona vs Currently

1) Average across NL, DE and UK weighted by the number of stations in each country, 2) Annualized revenue related to charging for the period, 3) H1 2021 numbers (average of the period), 4) Q4 2021 numbers, unaudited

€k Average station 
Jan-Feb 2020

Top 5 station 
Feb 2020

BEV adoption 1.2%1 1.7%

Number of chargers (YoY change) 2.7 8

Charge speed 43 40

Utilisation 11% 17%

Annualised revenue / station 692 2652

Gross margin 57 (82%) 217 (82%)

Operating costs per station 33 33

Operational EBITDA (B) 24 184

Initial investment (A) 307 660

ROIC (= B / A) 7.9% 28%

ROIC at 30% utilisation, with same 
revenue / cost structure > 30% > 40%
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CurrentlyPre-Corona

Average station
Q4 2021

Top 5 station 
Dec 2021

2.2%1 2.8%

4.0 (+0.5) 6

50 50

10.4% 22%

1132 3612

65 (58%4) 208 (58%4)

383 383

27 170

347 618

7.8% 27%

> 30% > 40%



Wholesale price increase currently affecting margins
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Increase in sale price in mid-November of €0.08/kWh (ex VAT) only 
partially reflected in the revenue per kWh sold over Q4

Slightly higher income from the sale of HBEs versus previous quarters, 
feeding into revenues per kWh

● Wholesale market prices in the Netherlands at circa €0.18/kWh currently

Forward prices indicate downward trend in wholesale energy price

Fastned gross margin in Q4 21 at €0.36/kWh vs. €0.44/kWh in Q3 21

Full effect from customer price increases expected in Q1, when sales 
price increase is fully factored in new sales

Fastned financial metrics per kWh sold

1

2

1) Representative price for the Netherlands, 2) Unaudited

Source: Scholt/EEX 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

Forward price NL 19-21 ct 13 ct 9 ct 8 ct 8 ct

1

2

1 2



2021 targets overview

141) Excluding 13 retrofitted MisterGreen stations
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● Fastned closed 2021 with record-breaking number of 
stations delivered in operation of 44

● On top of this, 7 stations which were also build last 
quarter are awaiting their connection to the electricity 
grid before they can commence operation

● This compares to the guidance we provided in our 
September update, with expecting to end somewhere 
between 45-55 sites

● Moreover 13 Mister Green locations were retrofitted to 
high power stations this year

● The goal of adding 160 EVSEs to existing stations has 
been achieved bringing the total number of chargers 
installed in the network to 759, this is 9 more than 
expected in September

● Delays in the grid connection led to a total of 28 chargers 
not being installed in the fourth quarter

Construction target

Upgrade target
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Operational

1321

31

8

9

2

6

188

31 Dec 2021

Total

331 locations secured, 44 added since the beginning of the year 
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Development

70

9

14

26

18

6

143

1) Includes 13 former MisterGreen locations where Fastned’s chargers have been installed. In July Fastned started retrofitting MisterGreen Allego chargers with single Fastned chargers on existing low voltage grid connections. 
Fastned will redevelop the stations once required permits and grid connections are available

Total

2021

40

22

35

20

12

331

Δ vs. YE 2020

+3

+4

+10

+15

-

+12

+44

Chargers

523

135

25

36

8

32

759

Charg. per stat.

4.01

4.4

3.1

4.0

4.0

5.3

4.01



Source: INWEVA, Fastned internal analysis
1) Average of 2019 traffic data across the station operating in the year, where data is available. Excludes traffic volumes and proxy capture rate from 2020 onward due to COVID-19 impact on specifically BEV traffic

Key operating data - NL and DE
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2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 Q1-21 Q2-21 Q3-21 Q4-21 2021

29k 32k 32k 33k 33k - - - - - -
0.1% 0.2% 0.3% 0.5% 1.2% 2.0% 2.0% 2.2% 2.4% 2.8% 2.8%

29 44 66 127 290 n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m.
1.3 2.4 3.9 8.6 15.2 15.9 18.7 19.4 21.8 29.0 22.5

4.6% 5.6% 6.0% 6.7% 5.3% - - - - - -

24 28 32 35 39 43 44 47 51 50 48
20 21 22 22 24 24 25 23 22 23 23

8 10 12 13 15 17 18 18 19 19 19
10 24 46 112 235 272 335 353 407 560 419

50 57 63 77 98 105 105 111 125 132 132

Operating metrics

Daily general traffic per station¹ (A)
Period end BEV penetration (B)
Estimated daily BEV traffic (avg. B x A = C)
Sessions per station per day (avg for the period) (D)
Proxy capture rate (D / C)

Average charge speed (kW) (E)
Charge time (min) (F)
kWh per session (E x F / 60 min = G)
kWh per station per day (D x G)

Number of stations period end

56k 52k - - - - - -
0.2% 0.3% 0.6% 0.8% 0.9% 1.1% 1.3% 1.3%

89 123 n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m.
2.3 4.1 4.5 5.8 7.2 10.0 10.6 8.9

2.6% 3.3% - - - - - -

38 51 57 52 54 55 53 54
26 30 29 28 28 30 32 30
16 25 28 25 26 28 28 27
37 103 125 142 185 280 300 242

8 15 18 19 21 25 31 31

Daily general traffic per station (both sides) ¹ (A)
Period end BEV penetration (B)
Estimated daily BEV traffic (avg. B x A = C)
Sessions per station per day (avg for the period) (D)
Proxy capture rate (D / C)

Average charge speed (kW) (E)
Charge time (min) (F)
kWh per session (E x F / 60 min = G)
kWh per station per day (D x G)

Number of stations period end
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1.000
stations 

Freedom to 
Electric Drivers 


